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Thesis 

• By acquiring SanDisk, Western Digital has created a more-sustainable business model. 
• While still generating solid cash flows from its legacy HDD business, the company is now 

positioned for participation in growth markets from data center to cloud host to mobility.  
 
What happened?  

• Seagate’s 7/11/16 guidance hike suggests HDD market is having a cyclically strong quarter 
within its secular decline. 

• STX now looking for revenue of $2.65 billion, vs. earlier guide of $2.3 billion. 
• Expects GAAP GM of 25% and non-GAAP GM of 25.8%. 
• Expects shipment of 37 million HDDs.  
• Assuming consistent market share 39%-40%, that suggests industry TAM of 95 million HDDs. 
• Biggest outlook change: HDD ASP of $67 up 10% year over year; ASPs had been trending low to 

mid-$60s. 
• STX jumped 22% to $29.35; but still down 29% YTD, vs. WDC down 13% YTD. 

 
What does it mean for Western Digital? 

• Sets up strong 2Q EPS for every company exposed to PCs: INTC, HPQ, etc. 
• STX still cutting its productive capacity, from 55-60 million drives per quarter to 35-40 million 

drives; speaks to structural decline in HDDs. 
• But there is the potential for strong seasonality, and this bodes well or WDC HDD biz. 
• June revenue guide from WDC: Street assumed all revenue upside from SNDK, but likely some 

upside from stronger, better-mix, higher-priced HDD market. 
• Sets up potential strong holiday quarter led by both PCs and by enterprise 

 
 
 



WDC outlook for fiscal 4Q16 (calendar 2Q) 
• In June, WDC provided guidance for WDC and roughly half-quarter contribution from SanDisk. 
• WDC projects combined revenue of $3.35-$3.45 billion; earlier guidance for stand-alone 

Western Digital called for revenue of $2.6-$2.7 billion.  
• WDC projects 4Q16 non-GAAP diluted EPS of $0.65-$0.70, down from its earlier (stand-alone) 

guidance of $1.00-$1.10 due to higher interest costs and an increased share count. 
• We are modeling HDD TAM of 95-96 million HDDs; assumes WDC has normal 43%-44% global 

HDD market share. 
• For WDC 4Q: HDD revenue 63% of total, NAND 27%. 
• For 1Q17 and beyond, more of a 60/40 HDD/NAND mix. 

 
WDC twin strategy: realign ops, integrate SNDK 

• WDC has identified and has largely eliminated redundant functions, products, and facilities. 
• Earlier this year closed head wafer manufacturing plant in Otawara, Japan (one of three). 
• Eliminated six programs, streamlined HDD product roadmap. 

 
Valuation argues for oversold 

• Currently Street at $4.97 for FY16, Argus at $5.09 for 2016 (we are just above high end of range) 
• Currently Street at $4.40 for FY17, we are at $4.60.  
• Trading at 10.6-times 2016-17 EPS, vs. 8.4-times for historical (5-year) P/E. 
• Still trading at 33% discount to two-year market P/E.  
• WDC has always been a strong cash generator; even in down times HDDs throw off lots of cash. 
• Discounted free cash flow argues for much-richer valuation than now getting. 

 
Conclusion and BUY recommendation 

• WDC no longer just an HDD story. Acquiring SNDK is transformative and supports aim of 
maintaining role as leading data storage company. 

• BUY to $60. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
DISCLAIMER 
This Note reflects the current thinking of an Argus analyst anticipating or responding to corporate 
earnings reports or other news relevant to covered companies. This Note may be an initial, real-time 
response to developments that are expected to impact stocks under coverage; as such, it does not 
imply that the information in it is correct as of any time after its preparation or that there has been no 
change in the business, financial condition, prospects, creditworthiness or status of a covered 
company. The views or opinions expressed in this Note are subject to change pending further analysis. 
This Note is produced and copyrighted by Argus, and any unauthorized use, duplication, redistribution 
or disclosure is prohibited by law and can result in prosecution. The opinions and information 
contained herein have been obtained or derived from sources believed to be reliable, but Argus 
makes no representation as to their timeliness, accuracy or completeness or for their fitness for any 
particular purpose. This Note is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. The 
information presented in this Note is for general information only and does not specifically address 
individual investment objectives, financial situations or the particular needs of any specific person 
who may receive this Note. Investing in any security or investment strategies discussed may not be 
suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent investment advisor. Nothing 
in this Note constitutes individual investment, legal or tax advice. Argus may issue or may have issued 
other reports that are inconsistent with or may reach different conclusions and opinions than those 
represented in this Note, and all opinions are reflective of judgments made on the original date of 
publication. Those reports may reflect the different assumptions, views and analytical methods of the 
analysts who prepared them and Argus is under no obligation to ensure that other reports are 
brought to the attention of any recipient of this Note or to update or keep current the information 
contained in other reports so that such information is consistent with, or not contrary to, the 
information contained in this Note. Argus Research is an independent investment research provider 
and is not a member of the FINRA or the SIPC. Argus Research is not a registered broker dealer and 
does not have investment banking operations. None of our research is attributable to Argus Investors’ 
Counsel, a registered investment adviser and the asset management arm of Argus Research. Argus 
shall accept no liability for any loss arising from the use of this report, nor shall Argus treat all 
recipients of this report as customers simply by virtue of their receipt of this material. Investments 
involve risk and an investor may incur either profits or losses. Past performance should not be taken 
as an indication or guarantee of future performance. Argus has provided independent research since 
1934. Argus officers, employees, agents and/or affiliates may have positions in stocks discussed in this 
report. No Argus officers, employees, agents and/or affiliates may serve as officers or directors of 
covered companies, or may own more than one percent of a covered company’s stock. 
 
 


